Important information
We hope you are happy with your new Recovery mask, we would like to pass
on some tips which may help you and allow you to take advantage of all the
features and benefits this mask provides.
We believe our product is one of the best on the current market although we know our
mask will not stop every horse Houdini out there we have sure helped a lot of happy owners
put their Houdini’s out of the Fly mask disappearing act business. We are always open to
feedback from our customers so we can continue to improve our service to all our clients.
The Recovery Equivizor is for horses suffering Uveitis, recovering from eye surgery or habitual eye
scratching. Made of soft, Light-UV-tinted PVC. The mask is available in sizes foal, pony, cob, full and
extra-large, dark or light tinted, and includes a UV-resistant fly mesh for extra protection if required.

The Recovery mask is made from clear PVC the unique design allows sufficient space in front
and around the eyes. Its 3 strategically located straps allows for a secure fit along with the
soft padding surrounding the mask for comfort. The EQUIVIZOR Recovery has a mesh mask
which can be used on top to protect against insects and provides efficient shading.
This mask is rather handy as for example if a vet needs to look at or medicate your horses
eye they can do so by just releasing the 2 lower strap clips and lifting the mask, then just
place it back down and do up the clips
again. Another great feature of this
mask is that it has great ventilation so
it’s not a warm, dark, moist
environment that could lead to
bacteria growth with an eye condition
or after surgery.
The EQUIVISOR Recovery is available in
a tinted version which blocks 92% of
the UV rays which is the maximum
blocking factor obtainable. The shading
factor is 32%. In combination with the
mesh it ensures maximum protection
for the eyes.

Now you have learnt a little more about your product let me tell you some rather important tips
to enable easy fitting and care of your Equivizor Fly mask.












Please don’t soak the vizor in any solution for an extended amount of time, you can wash it
with mild liquid soap and warm water, rinse and wipe dry with a soft cloth. (Please make
sure to rinse the black Sherpa lining very well and not leave soapy residue which could get in
your horse’s eye)
Due to its secure fit, lack of restrictions and interference to the horse you can ride in the
Equivizor Recovery Mask.
The mask will inevitably scratch over time. How much will depend on the activity of your
horse and their environment. It’s a lot better the vizor takes the bumps rather than your
horse.
Its advised that you trim the excess straps off and seal them so they do not fray. If you do
not trim them they then become great buddy toys for another horse to play with and pull at.
If you plan on riding your horse in the vizor then leave the straps a little longer so you can
lengthen them when wearing a bridle.
Make sure you do routine checks of your horses’ eyes and face to catch any irritation areas
sooner rather than later
The clips are created to be quick release, if your horse was to get caught on something the
clips will break away if your horse pulls hard (Replacement clips are available)
When measuring your horse for fitting please be sure to visit our website and follow our
fitting and sizing guide which can be found on our website
We are usually available via email if you wish to contact us about fitting and cleaning.

^^ Please check fences and the areas your horse is in, check fence line on a regular basis for sharp
edges. A little tip if you find sharp edges that your horse could possibly get caught on is to put black
duct tape over the damaged section. Also, be sure to check your feeders and water drinkers for any
sharp points or protruding areas ^^
In an effort to provide excellent customer service, we would welcome you to send us pictures of
your mask in use. this could help us help you with the fitting of your mask and allow us to hear your
thoughts on our product.
(please send at least 1 front view and one each side, while taking the photos please make sure they
are as parallel as possible so we can see it at the correct angle)
Please find us on Facebook Equivizor UK, if you are satisfied with our product we always appreciate
a review on our social media account and on our website.
Please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions or concerns
Email: sales@equivizor.co.uk
Phone : 01323 831710

www.equivizor.co.uk

